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Abstract—Large Language Models (LLMs) have garnered significant attention within the academic community due to their advanced capabilities in natural language understanding and generation. While empirical studies have shed light on LLMs’ proficiency in complex task reasoning, a lingering question persists in the field of Financial Sentiment Analysis (FSA): the extent to which LLMs can effectively reason about various financial attributes for FSA. This study employs a prompting framework to investigate this topic, assessing multiple financial attribute reasoning capabilities of LLMs in the context of FSA. By studying relevant literature, we first identified six key financial attributes related to semantic, numerical, temporal, comparative, causal, and risk factors. Our experimental results uncover a deficiency in the financial attribute reasoning capabilities of LLMs for FSA. For example, the examined LLMs such as PaLM-2 and GPT-3.5 display weaknesses in reasoning numerical and comparative attributes within financial texts. On the other hand, explicit prompts related to other financial attributes showcase varied utilities, contributing to LLMs’ proficiency in discerning financial sentiment.

Index Terms—financial sentiment analysis, large language models, prompt engineering

I. INTRODUCTION

The substantial research focus on Large Language Models (LLMs) stems from their robust capabilities in natural language understanding and generation. The human-like language proficiency of LLMs motivates researchers to investigate their reasoning capabilities across various tasks, aiming to unveil decision-making skills that extend beyond linguistic abilities. The significance of studying the reasoning capabilities of LLMs lies in unraveling the depths of their cognitive processes [1] and intention awareness [2]. This exploration not only enhances our comprehension of artificial intelligence but also guides the refinement of future models for more sophisticated problem-solving capabilities. Previous works studied the reasoning capabilities of LLMs by conducting evaluation on different tasks, e.g., logical reasoning [3], commonsense reasoning [4], causal reasoning [5] and a wide range of scientific knowledge [5]. However, these empirical studies focused on the reasoning capabilities of LLMs in the general domain or the specific domains that are irrelevant to Financial Sentiment Analysis (FSA). The significance of FSA resides in its practical applications across various domains, including but not limited to investment decision-making, financial forecasting, risk management, corporate strategy, and regulatory compliance [6]–[8].

FSA exhibits notable distinctions from general sentiment analysis across several dimensions. Firstly, it frequently encounters the use of metaphorical expressions within financial communications, wherein figurative language is deployed to convey emotions or portray market conditions [9], [10]. For example, a ubiquitous metaphor such as “The market is riding a bull” serves as a symbolic representation of a robust and upward market trend, introducing a layer of intricacy to the sentiment analysis of financial texts. Besides, FSA frequently hinges on the direction of events or changes, underscoring the importance of contextual consideration [11]. For instance, the term “profit” can carry both positive and negative sentiments contingent upon the direction. An upsurge in profit typically conveys positivity, while a decline is generally regarded as negative. Lastly, unlike conventional sentiment analysis, which predominantly deals with textual content, financial texts often amalgamate qualitative discourse with quantitative data [12]. For example, given “in the four weeks that followed its release, the standard iPhone 15 sold 130.6 percent more than the standard iPhone 14 did in the same period last year”1, the sentiment inference for the sell of iPhone 15 is upon the understanding of the “130.6 percent” increases and the comparative relationship between iPhone 15 and iPhone 14. This requires FSA to not only interpret the language employed within financial documents but also process and evaluate numerical information in conjunction with its surrounding textual context, thereby fostering a holistic understanding of sentiment. The distinctive features of FSA underscore the need for specialized reasoning skills in LLMs. This requirement arises from the nuanced language and specific knowledge demands inherent in FSA, setting it apart from sentiment analysis in a broader context. Furthermore, although several empirical studies in have tested LLMs in general affective computing tasks [13], [14], they did not test the reasoning capabilities of LLMs regarding different financial attributes. Conducting sentiment analysis on financial texts using LLMs necessitates an examination that extends beyond the mere accuracy of sentiment polarity detection. It is crucial to investigate whether LLMs possess the capability to comprehend financial attributes during the process of reasoning sentiment polarities.

Thus, we aim to answer the following research questions (RQs) in this work:

1) What distinctive attributes within financial texts have the potential to convey sentiment, whether explicitly or implicitly?

2) To what extent can LLMs comprehend the financial attributes when deducing financial sentiment?

We conducted a comprehensive literature review in FSA, identifying six key financial attributes believed to convey sentiment for RQ-1. We examined the effectiveness of prompts associated with these attributes, aiming to answer RQ-2. The subsequent exploration of related literature and experimental outcomes yielded the following key findings: a) Considerable research efforts have been dedicated to FSA, particularly through the modeling and analysis of essential financial attributes. These attributes encompass semantic, numerical, temporal, comparative, causal, and risk factors, all of which have been identified as pivotal elements for FSA. b) We observe that certain LLMs exhibit a lack of financial attribute reasoning capabilities to perform FSA. Among the identified six financial attributes, the examined LLMs, e.g., PaLM-2 [15] and GPT-3.5 [16] are particularly weak in reasoning numerical and comparative attributes in financial text. The explicit prompts on other financial attributes can bring different utilities to LLMs in deducing financial sentiment. Our contributions can be summarized as twofold: Firstly, we identified six specific financial attributes with the potential to influence financial sentiment. Secondly, we devised a prompting framework to assess the reasoning capabilities of LLMs concerning these six financial attributes.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Reasoning Capabilities of LLMs

The work of [5] summarized several reasoning tasks that were tested with LLMs. [3] developed 60 questions to test LLMs in inductive, deductive, and abductive reasoning, demonstrating satisfying logical reasoning skills of LLMs in a general domain. [3] tested ChatGPT using three commonsense datasets, revealing that 80 out of 90 predictions made by ChatGPT were accurate. The model demonstrated the ability to provide comprehensive explanations for its reasoning process. However, the studies performed by [17], [18] indicated that ChatGPT’s performance in commonsense reasoning lagged behind fine-tuned baseline models. [19] highlighted instances of commonsense and specifically physical reasoning failures in ChatGPT, along with pointing out other identified shortcomings. The evaluation conducted by [4] systematically assessed event causality identification, causal discovery, and causal explanation generation. In comparison to state-of-the-art models, both ChatGPT and GPT-4 exhibited lower scores in causality identification. [20]–[24] tested LLMs’ reasoning in science domains, e.g., mathematics, computer science, physics, chemistry, and medicine demonstrating the knowledge that has been grasped by LLMs. However, the aforementioned evaluations of LLMs’ reasoning capabilities were not studied in the financial domain, which depends on domain-specific reasoning skills.

There are other task-specific evaluations of LLMs for affective computing [13], [14], whereas those evaluations focused on assessing the accuracy of LLMs under traditional task setups, neglecting an examination of LLMs’ understanding of financial attributes.

B. Financial Attributes for FSA

Concurrently, existing literature underscores that the multifaceted nature of financial texts makes them challenging in FSA tasks. Financial texts are characterized by distinct attributes that span a variety of dimensions. Semantically, financial texts are rich in specialized vocabulary, reflecting the nuances of economics and finance [9], [25]. Numerically, numbers are a fundamental aspect of financial texts, as they are replete with figures, percentages, and quantitative details that provide essential financial metrics, which are pivotal in financial analyses and decision-making processes within the domain of finance [12], [26], [27]. Temporally, financial texts frequently denote specific time frames, such as quarterly or annual periods, thereby underscoring the significance of temporal trends and shifts [28]–[30]. In a comparative context, these texts routinely juxtapose current financial performance against previous periods or competitor benchmarks, thus offering a relative evaluation of performance, as noted by [31]–[33]. Causally, financial texts establish connections between financial outcomes and specific business decisions or market events, explaining the reasons behind financial results [34]–[36]. Lastly, addressing risk and uncertainty, financial texts often discuss prospective uncertainties and challenges that could affect financial stability, thereby underscoring the critical role of risk management in financial planning and decision-making [37]–[39]. While earlier research primarily focused on exploring the adaptability of LLMs in FSA task [13], [14], [40], [41], we take a step forward by assessing the financial attribute reasoning capabilities of LLMs, focusing on the aforementioned financial attributes that have the potential to convey sentiment.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Based on the review in Section II-B, we observe that the following financial attributes have demonstrated great significance in previous theoretical and empirical research in FSA, namely semantic, numerical, temporal, comparative, causal, and risk attributes. Thus, the following examination focuses on analyzing the reasoning capabilities of LLMs from these perspectives. The reasoning capabilities of LLMs are evaluated based on the performance variant upon explicitly prompting LLMs with the identified financial attributes. The hypothesis is that if an LML has a strong capability to infer the impact of a financial attribute in FSA, the explicit prompting of the financial attribute to the LML should yield weak utility, e.g., lower accuracy gains in FSA. Conversely, if a prompt related to the financial attribute leads to substantial accuracy gains, it signifies a limited awareness of the connotations associated with that specific financial attribute. We develop a Financial Attribute Prompting (FAP) framework that ensemble the six financial attributes to evaluate the FSA
performance of LLMs. The framework is shown in Figure 1, which provides explicit step-by-step instructions to LLMs on how to conduct sentiment analysis of financial text upon the financial attributes.

A. Semantic Overview Prompting

The semantic overview serves to assess general sentiment indicators and the overall tone of the financial text, which encompasses semantics understanding and overarching sentiment indicators. The prompt is designed as:

Semantic Overview: Start by assessing general sentiment indicators and the overall tone is positive, neutral or negative.

This step, inspired by cognition, mirrors the human cognitive process, which involves contextual comprehension before task execution. Semantic understanding seeks to decipher the underlying meaning of word associations and develop a general understanding of the context. We guide an LLM with overarching sentiment indicators to establish connections between contextual meanings and the specific task at hand.

B. Numerical Prompting

Financial statements, forecasts, and financial reports are inherently quantitative. The quantitative nature of financial texts brings an abundance of numbers, ratios, percentages, and quantitative measures that can convey sentiment, especially concerning expectations. For instance, a "10% growth" might be positive, but if the expected growth was 15%, the sentiment could be negative. Thus, we develop a prompt to explicitly remind LLMs to notice the numbers or metrics by:

Numerical Context: Next, focus on any specific numbers or metrics mentioned and their sentiment implications. Figures without context could be considered neutral.

The numerical prompting aims to analyze numbers, percentages, ratios, and other quantitative metrics to gauge sentiment based on performance, achievements, or projections. It involves scrutinizing specific numerical values or metrics mentioned in the text to ascertain their sentiment.

C. Temporal Prompting

The time value of money is a fundamental concept in finance. Assessing performance requires looking at past, present, and future metrics and frequent time expressions like “YoY” (Year-over-Year), “QoQ” (Quarter-over-Quarter), “forecasted”, “by the end of the fiscal year”, etc. Future outlook and past performance expressions can be sentiment-laden. “Expect a stronger next quarter” or “had a challenging past year” are examples. Thus, the prompt is developed as

Temporal Context: Delve into any timeframes or specific contexts that might influence the sentiment. If there is recent and past sentiment, the final sentiment should be based on the most recent sentiment.

The temporal context prompt focuses on sentiment cues tied to specific timeframes, such as past performance, present conditions, or future expectations. It involves investigating any timeframes or specific contextual information that may influence the sentiment expressed in the text.

D. Comparative Analysis Prompting

To assess business performance, companies often compare their results with competitors, past performance, or industry benchmarks, which is a practice that stems from both competitive analysis and fundamental financial analysis techniques. For instance, a decrease in profitability typically signifies negative sentiment, while growth in sales, an increase in share price, or a reduction in losses are indicative of positive sentiment. Comparative phrases and benchmarks, such as “better than competitors”, “outperformed the industry average”, “highest since”, etc. are commonly used in financial texts. Comparative analysis with competitors, past performance, or industry benchmarks can also carry the sentiment. Phrases like “outperformed competitors” or “lagged behind industry benchmarks” are indicative. Thus, the comparative analysis prompt is formed as

Comparative Analysis: If the statement compares performance with another entity or timeframe, derive sentiment from this relative performance. For example, a decrease in profitability represents negative sentiment, a growth in sales, increase in share price or reduction in loss is positive. When there is mixed sentiment, you should follow the rule that improvement stands for positive in finance.

The comparative analysis prompt is to evaluate the financial text in relation to benchmarks, past performance, or competitors to determine relative sentiment. It entails evaluating the performance relative to another entity or timeframe and deriving sentiment based on this relative performance.

E. Causal Prompting

The framework also includes the consideration of causality. In financial contexts, major events, milestones and strategic moves can impact investor sentiment. For instance, if a leading tech company announces a merger with a smaller innovative firm, investors might view it positively, anticipating market expansion and technological synergies, leading to a stock price surge. Thus, the prompt is defined as

Causal Analysis: Examine the context of any causative factors. For example, if a leading tech company announces a merger with a smaller innovative firm, investors might view it positively, anticipating market expansion and technological synergies, leading to a stock price surge. Thus, the prompt is defined as
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Causal Attribution: Identify and assess any causal factors or strategic moves mentioned that carry sentiment.

The causal prompt is to evaluate the financial text in pinpointing specific factors or events that contributed to observed outcomes, providing context to the sentiment. It is essential to weigh the impact of these factors on the overall sentiment expressed.

F. Risk and Uncertainty Prompting

Risks and uncertainty are also associated with sentiment reasoning. Various risk and uncertainties can sway financial sentiment. Political instability or international conflicts can introduce uncertainty, affecting global markets and investment climates. The threat of an economic downturn can lead to cautious investment strategies, impacting market sentiment. Thus, we prompt risks for LLMs via risk and uncertainty analysis: Evaluate potential risks, threats, or uncertainties that carry sentiment.

The focus of the risk and uncertainty prompt is to highlight and evaluate potential risks, threats, or uncertainties mentioned in the financial text that may have sentiment implications.

G. Prefix and Suffix Prompts

Empirical studies, e.g., Chain-of-Thoughts [42] has demonstrated that prompting LLMs with "thinking step-by-step" can enhance performance on downstream tasks. Thus, we add a widely-adopted prefix before the financial attribute prompts by

- Analyze the sentiment of the provided financial text through a structured approach below:

Besides, to guarantee that LLMs can produce the intended sentiment labels, e.g., "positive", "neutral", or "negative", we append a suffix following the financial attribute prompts

- Please proceed through these steps, assess holistically and provide a final sentiment classification as either 'Positive', 'Neutral', or 'Negative'.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Datasets

We conduct sentiment analysis experiments on two well-received datasets i.e., PhraseBank [43] and Twitter Financial News dataset [44]. The PhraseBank dataset consists of 4,846 pieces of news that have been categorized into positive, neutral, and negative sentiments by 16 individuals possessing expertise in financial markets from an investor perspective. The dataset includes four reference datasets, each based on the level of agreement among annotators, namely 100%, 75%, 66%, and 50% agreement. In this study, the 100% and 50% agreement datasets are adopted as the benchmark. The Twitter Financial News dataset consists of an annotated collection of tweets in English, focusing on financial topics. The dataset holds 11,932 finance-oriented tweets which are categorized into bearish, bullish, and neutral sentiment.

B. Baseline Models

We compare the performance of LLMs against several baselines in FSA. Lexicon-based methods include LM [45], SMSL [46] and FinSenticNet [47], which leveraged financial knowledge bases to predict sentiment polarities in unsupervised approach. We also include several supervised-learning-based methods in our baselines, namely Linearized Phrase-Structure (LPS) model [43], Hierarchical Sentiment Classifier (HSC) [48], FinSSLx [49], ULMFit [50] and FinBERT [51], [52]. Since there are two versions of FinBERT, we denote the earlier version [51] as FinBERT5 and the later version [52] as FinBERT6. We test the reasoning capability of LLMs upon GPT-3.5 from OpenAI and PaLM-2 from Google. We also report the improvements of our prompting method upon the state-of-the-art LLM, GPT-4.

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Effectiveness of the Financial Attribute Prompting

We use accuracy and macro-averaged F1-Score as the primary metrics for FSA, with the results presented in Table I. A general observation suggests that the incorporation of FAP enhances the performance of all the scrutinized LLMs, particularly PaLM-2 and GPT-3.5. This implies that the reasoning capabilities of LLMs regarding financial attributes are inadequate, and these models lack complete awareness of financial attributes without explicit prompting. Furthermore, the performance disparity between LLMs with and without the ensemble of prompts underscores the absence of a developed structural thinking framework of LLMs, comparable to human cognitive processes in the FSA domain. Zero-shot-based LLMs with FAP exceed all unsupervised lexicon-based methods, while the vanilla PaLM-2 and GPT-3.5 fall behind the state-of-the-art lexicon-based method, FinSenticNet [47]. GPT-4 with FAP also exceeds the latest FinBERT6 [52]. Such an observation demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed FAP framework and our defined financial attributes (RQ1).

B. Financial Attributes Reasoning Capabilities of LLMs

Next, we conduct an ablation study with PaLM-2 and GPT-3.5 to assess the utility of different financial attribute prompts and to answer RQ2: To what extent can LLMs comprehend the financial attributes when deducing sentiment? Relevant results can be viewed in Table II. 1. Overall semantic understanding: It is interesting to notice that PaLM-2 (FAP w/o Overview) exceeds the full model PaLM-2 (FAP), showing that the explicit semantic overview prompting does not bring accuracy gains for PaLM-2. This implies that PaLM-2 has had the intention of grasping the overall semantics of the input. An extra prompt may introduce noise for PaLM-2 inferring FSA. In contrast, without the explicit semantic overview prompting, GPT-3.5 achieves lower accuracy, indicating the necessity of the step that builds a general understanding of the context. 2. Numerical
attribute reasoning: Removing the numerical prompting results in sharp losses in PaLM-2 and GPT-3.5. It indicates the weaknesses of the two LLMs in reasoning quantitative information in the financial text. 3. Temporal attribute reasoning: Excluding the temporal prompt results in the accuracy decreases in PaLM-2 in the PhraseBank with 100% and 50% agreements, while the accuracy loss can be observed in evaluating GPT-3.5 with the Twitter Financial News. For other datasets, the absence of the temporal prompt can improve the accuracy of the LLMs. The inconsistency may arise from the subjective nature of human sentiment annotation and variations in annotation criteria across different datasets. The indeterminate outcomes do not conclusively establish the temporal attribute reasoning capabilities of LLMs. Although there might be some degree of temporal knowledge acquisition by the models, the ambiguity in the results precludes a definitive assertion. 4. Comparative attribute reasoning: The absence of the comparative analysis prompt leads to a discernible decline in accuracy for both PaLM-2 and GPT-3.5 across all datasets. This underscores the inherent limitation of these LLMs in comprehending comparative relationships among distinct entities or temporal frames. 5. Causal attribute reasoning: While PaLM-2 benefits from the causal prompt in terms of accuracy gains, GPT-3.5 exhibits higher accuracy even in the absence of the causal prompt. This suggests that GPT-3.5 has a strong capability for causal reasoning, while PaLM-2 is comparatively weaker in this aspect. 6. Risk and uncertainty attribute reasoning: The influence of the risk and uncertainty prompt is modest, as its effects vary for PaLM-2 and GPT-3.5 across different datasets, producing both positive and negative impacts. This suggests that the reasoning capabilities of these LLMs regarding risk and uncertainty are present to some extent.

VI. Conclusion

This study has assessed the reasoning capabilities of LLMs in performing FSA. By studying relevant literature, we define six critical financial attributes to test the reasoning capabilities, related to semantic, numerical, temporal, comparative, causal, and risk attributes. Our experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of our developed FAP framework covering the six financial attributes. We further observe that LLMs are particularly weak in numerical and comparative reasoning. The evaluation of reasoning capabilities for other financial attributes yields varied conclusions, as the prompts can have both positive and negative impacts on the performance of LLMs across different datasets.